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Advancing in a
Thoughts on Adventist Higher Education in Times of Crises

Different Direction
H

igher education is struggling
for its future, if one is to believe the headlines. The most
recent cause is the disruption
to daily life and the economy by
COVID-19.1 Troubles began when college students were sent home last
spring due to the pandemic. With
them went reimbursements for unused
room-and-board payments. Some, but
not all, colleges cautiously reopened
their campuses for students in the fall
of 2020. Others will continue teaching
online or with a blending of the two.
The safety measures accompanying the reopening of campuses look
more like an obstacle course than the
familiar warm, welcoming letter to
new and returning students. Many
faculty are concerned about their
own safety and that of their students

and other school staff in face-to-face
instruction, at least until a majority of
the population has been vaccinated.
Meanwhile, across the United States
and worldwide, jobs have been lost,
and for many, family resources for
education have shrunk. To cope with
the negative ﬁnancial impact, many
institutions have resorted to layoffs,
furloughs, and hiring freezes in an attempt to bring revenue and expenses
into line. Some schools have sought
public assistance. Governments have
appropriated some funds, and generous alumni have given gifts to replace
lost revenue.2 But it will not be easy
for colleges and universities to recover, according to higher education
pundits,3 and many expect big ﬁnancial losses in the months ahead,
which will necessitate emergency
borrowing for operations.
That current situation is aggravated
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by the fact that some segments of U.S.
higher education were already struggling before the virus, especially
smaller private colleges and some regional public institutions. Adventist
higher education is situated among the
former. The summit organized by
North American Division (NAD) education leaders in Chicago, Illinois, August 20184 had already warned of
emerging challenges awaiting NAD Adventist colleges and universities—continuous and widespread enrollment declines and relentless cost increases.
The general decline in enrollment is
due in part to a drop in the college-age
population that has continued into the
current decade. It impacts both public
and private institutions, especially in
the central, northern, and eastern re-
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gions of the U.S. For Adventist higher
education, additional factors play a
role, having to do with demographic
changes in our NAD churches (e.g.,
smaller families and aging membership) in addition to the cost factors.
The Chicago summit proposed
concrete action plans in response to
these and future trends.5 Among
them are shared back-ofﬁce services,
a commitment to online teaching,
consolidation and segmentation of institutions, and—most difﬁcult of all—
slowing the cost increases of higher
education. All are promising action
plans and would go some distance toward strengthening Adventist higher
education, once implemented. The
cost of college education, like the cost
of housing, has increased more rapidly than family income for most people in recent decades, making it difﬁcult for them to afford private college
for their children without scholarships or steep tuition discounts. That
has put downward pressure on net
tuition revenue and the ability of
many colleges to meet their budgets.
All this had been known for quite
some time, and then came the virus!
Below are some modest ideas in
response to the ongoing threat facing
our colleges and universities both
generally and in light of the virus.
They are not new. None of them is
easy. But they, or something like
them, may be necessary if NAD tertiary education is to survive the next
difﬁcult years. The question before us
is this: How can we continue to provide the vaunted quality of Adventist
higher education during this time of
stress, while keeping our institutions
ﬁnancially viable? This essay is joining many others in asking for a recalibration of the way educational services are delivered. And, of course, it
assumes aggressive recruitment, despite demographic challenges.
1. “We are not retreating—we are advancing in a different direction!”6
How does one respond to setbacks
and retreating (advancing in a different direction)? During one of my own
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difﬁcult periods dealing with a downturn, a colleague advised: (1) Thank
God for crises and setbacks; (2) Do
not waste them; and (3) Use them to
make necessary decisions, and then
implement them. While that sounds
clever, it is also troubling. Should one
wait for downturns to correct errors
made during upturns? What are the
potential implications of advancing in
a different direction? Might this require an operational retreat in preparation for a tactical advance? Could
that even work for education?
“Advancing backward” for a college
facing stressful times may mean retrenchment (“right-sizing” is the politically correct term), consolidating, and
refocusing the institution instead of
merely expanding, extending, and enlarging it. Such steps taken in times of
stress generally begin by reductions in
faculty and staff because their remuneration represents the largest expense
item and is therefore the greatest ﬁnancial stress factor in the school’s
operations. But this by itself may
quickly lead to new challenges as the
workload increases for those who remain behind, unless the school simultaneously makes different kinds of reductions. This brings up the matter of
course offerings in relationship to students enrolled and the institution’s capacity to teach them. And that, in
turn, will raise important questions
about educational quality. But a major
issue is that many smaller institutions
(and maybe some large ones, too)
simply offer too many courses, majors, and services, with less than a
critical mass of students in each
course and program. A way to visualize that compares the considerable
size of our college or university catalogues, which list all the programs and
subjects taught, with the catalogues of
much larger institutions. The similarity in size may be instructive. How
can smaller institutions afford to offer
so many programs and courses, given
their modest enrollment levels? And as

a corollary, does the proliferation of
majors, programs, concentrations,
electives, and course offerings really
make for better education?
Of course, good reasons for expanding our educational offerings, as
illustrated by our extensive college
catalogues, are easy to ﬁnd—among
them, the wish to respond to the
many and varied interests of all the
prospective students. Add to that our
desire to enlarge the campuses and
their facilities, and to raise their proﬁle in the community. These are good

The institution hopes
that regular costs will be
covered by growth, but
there is no guarantee. If
that growth ever stops, the
deficit becomes permanent and difficult to erase.
It may end up drowning
an institution in red ink,
eventually leading to its
closure by its boards.

reasons. But they can cost dearly,
with the result that some institutions
operate with structural deﬁcits.
A regular deﬁcit happens in a year
during which expenses outstrip revenue for some reason. A structural
deﬁcit is built into the budget as a normal part of operations. It is covered by
expected enrollment and tuition increases. The institution hopes that
these regular costs will be covered by
growth, but there is no guarantee. If
that growth ever stops, the deﬁcit becomes permanent and difﬁcult to erase.
It may end up drowning an institution
in red ink, eventually leading to its clo-
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sure by its boards. Such institutions are
particularly vulnerable during the current pandemic, which threatens both
perennial tuition increases and needed
enrollment upticks. Unhappily, this
scenario appears to be the situation
with some smaller private colleges and
universities like ours in NAD, and it
probably was the impetus behind the
Chicago summit on Adventist higher
education in 2018.
Can one right-size a small college
without damaging the quality of its ed-

Some will say pruning a
college should involve
only cutting budgets in
order to bring them into
balance and to avoid
deficits, especially structural ones, and leaving
everything else intact.
That generally involves reducing faculty and staff by
right-sizing what is commonly referred to as the
student/teacher ratio.

ucation and sending it on a further
downward spiral?
2. Aggressive pruning and its impact on
quality education
“You will never harvest any grapes
from this vine,” my neighbor in St.
Helena, California, said, upon seeing
how incompetently and timidly I
pruned our seedless Thompson
grapevine last spring. In fact, only
correct and aggressive pruning pro-

duces a good harvest. Can that be
true also for small Christian colleges
and universities in a time of stress?
Clearly, this is not a pleasant thought.
So how aggressively do we need to
“prune,” and what will that do for
the quality of Adventist higher education?
Some will say pruning a college
should involve only cutting budgets
in order to bring them into balance
and to avoid deﬁcits, especially structural ones, and leaving everything
else intact. That generally involves
reducing faculty and staff by rightsizing what is commonly referred to
as the student/teacher ratio. Consider this thought experiment for a
moment. How many students do we
need to make our courses and programs viable, and how many teachers do we need to employ to teach
them within a balanced budget?
Place the teachers, 50, 75, 100 or
more, in social distance on campus,
and distribute an equal number of
students around each teacher. That
will give a visual student/teacher
ratio for the campus. Every college
and university should ﬁgure out for
itself what that number ought to be.
It may be different for graduate, professional, and undergraduate students, and it should consider distance and part-time students. Now
calculate the net tuition paid by each
student (an average will do), multiply that by the number in each student circle, and compare that to the
Human Resources budget for their
teacher, including salary, beneﬁts, ofﬁce help, research, conference travel,
etc. Multiply this by the number of
circles, and that will produce the institution’s revenue and expense
budget in the instruction function.
One can do the same for the auxiliaries (room and board). Additionally,
the total institutional budget will in
most cases include some non-tuition
revenue on the plus side, and on the
expense side, costs for the operation
of the campus, management, ﬁnancial services, and obligations, academic and student support, etc., all to
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be funded by what is left after the instruction expense.
Common percentages of the total
budget assigned to each of the functions noted above, including instruction, in a typical four-year private college are readily available from the
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES).7 These percentages will
vary somewhat with the local economy, remuneration levels, and tuition
charges. All these numbers and ratios
can be put on a single page for most
small institutions and will quickly
show if a school’s budget is in balance or facing a deﬁcit.
The most important number/ratio
and therefore the most crucial is the
ﬁrst, due to its size. How many students for each teacher? Conventional
wisdom holds that in traditional residential, private undergraduate colleges with 12-unit teaching loads per
term, a teacher-to-student ratio of 1
to 10/11 or below will likely lead to
structural deﬁcits and eventual closure; a ratio of 1 to 12/13 may be
barely workable; and a ratio of 1 to
14/16 and above will likely work
well. The right student-teacher ratio
is an important indicator of stability
and success. So far, these comments
have assumed a typical Adventist residential college or university with a
regular fulltime faculty.
During the pandemic, many institutions have taught all or some of
their students online and off campus.
That has caused a drop in auxiliary
income, but little if any cost reduction in the instructional areas, except
when colleges share some students,
teachers, and tuition revenue, as proposed by the Chicago summit. Virtual
colleges, teaching all their students
online by mostly contracted faculty,
will use a different ﬁnancial model
not considered here. Many of them
are for-proﬁt institutions.
The COVID-19 faculty layoffs, furloughs, and hiring freezes throughout
higher education are intended to im-
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prove the student/teacher ratios at a
time of enrollment uncertainty. But
what toll will that take on the quality
of education, and how can that be
mitigated?
3. Management by objectives
Management by objectives is a formula made popular by the late management guru, Peter Drucker. How
could that help colleges and universities during COVID-19? Is it one of
those things one implements during
times of downturn because issues
were neglected during times of upturn? Or does it represent what
should be standard operating procedures? Educators frequently frown
upon this management formula,
thinking it is focused only upon
money. But for the purposes of this
discussion, it deals with the total educational objectives we seek for our
students. These include personal development, spiritual, social, and ethical formation, preparation for a lifework, religious understanding, how to
relate to the church’s mission, acquisition of valuable skill sets, international orientation, multifaceted learning opportunities, even undergraduate
research, all concluding with a
diploma or degree certifying that quality learning took place. Nevertheless,
from the perspective of the college administration, the chief purveyors of all
these educational objectives will always be the faculty. They must be
hired, supported, and funded, and
they are the principal managers of the
educational objectives.
Most college programs of study
(majors)—and general education,
too—begin with teachers determining
what students ought to learn in their
respective programs. The faculty
build the curriculum under the
watchful eye of deans and chairs, and
keep in mind requirements of accreditation and certiﬁcation organizations.
Occasionally, a class is added to explore a new topic, or to beneﬁt from
the expertise of a new teacher. Rarely
are classes dropped from the program. When the minds of students
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“collide” in a friendly way with the
minds of teachers in these courses,
education takes place! But how many
teachers and courses does it take for
these “collisions” to happen with
good learning outcomes?
During my lengthy tenure as a university administrator I met with thousands of alumni, many of whom
wanted to ask about their old school:
Is professor so and so still alive, and
how about dean such and such—
never did a question come up about
the president, nor the size of the faculty, nor the growth of the campus,
nor the extracurricular services and
support, though they are all important topics! Clearly, individual teachers are the undisputed heroes of education. Further, I concluded that in
most cases one, two, or three highly
inﬂuential teachers attracted students
into their classes, helped them select
a major, and guided them to graduation and a life calling. That is the
alumni testimony.

For this reason, I believe something can be gained for the longterm viability of the institution by
redesigning teaching and learning
(the curriculum) around a limited
number of exceptionally welltaught courses (that is, “just
enough”) to help students meet
their graduation requirements, keep
their credits and therefore costs
down, and make it easier to complete their undergraduate degrees
in four years. Breadth in learning
will occur in the minds of students
principally when they interact with
their best teachers, not just when
they shop around and select additional courses offered in the catalogue. The key here is “limited
number,” “just enough” exceptionally well-taught courses enabling
students to keep the number of
their credits and costs down and
graduate on time. Any meaningful
adjustment in faculty begins with
an adjustment in curriculum de-
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Is it possible to maintain a financially viable
sign. This requires some hard
choices when building the curriculum, along with quality and breath of
learning when designing each course.
The result of redesigning the
teaching and learning curriculum
will be a rebalancing between quantity and quality in the students’ educational experience. A critical mass
of students in each class will also
help promote student-to-student
learning (a peer-tutoring approach)
while keeping the student/teacher
ratio at a workable level. In turn, the
rest of the campus services and programs will take their cue from the
economy and efﬁciency of the instructional sector. The academic
community will set the example of
educational efﬁciency and administrative modesty. In times of budget
adjustments, faculty members often
feel that the real cost problem is
caused by bloated staff levels, while
the staff feels that faculty positions
are protected unfairly. It is always
better for the one who sets the example (in this case the faculty) to call
on the rest of the campus to follow.
If that approach is feasible in academic programs of study, can it also
apply to the professional programs
whose variety and number of courses
are often mandated by external accrediting agencies? In this case, the college
must determine the viability of each
program by testing its ability to recruit
enough students to maintain a workable student/faculty ratio throughout
its mandated curriculum. Some programs may not be able to meet this expectation, even when adding generaleducation courses into the mix.
The objective of this sort of management is to create a student/
teacher ratio that is sustainable, to
rid the school of structural deﬁcits,
and to build breadth and quality of
learning into the required number of
courses without adding more courses
than needed for graduation. Thus,
the process of re-engineering does
not begin with cutting faculty. It be-

institution of higher learning that is also educationally viable? Or, put the other way around,
can an educational institution that is no
longer educationally viable ever hope to become
financially viable again?

gins with the curriculum and the critical mass of students in each course
of study. That is the objective by
which colleges manage the instruction part of the budget, and by implication the budgets for instructional
support, administration, the auxiliaries, et cetera.
But even if those practices could
help higher education’s budgets and
stabilize college operations in a trying
time, will they not in the end hurt the
vaunted quality of our education?
That question will not easily go away.
It is a “structural question,” like a
“structural deﬁcit” that returns again
and again! In short, is it possible to
maintain a ﬁnancially viable institution of higher learning that is also educationally viable? Or, put the other
way around, can an educational institution that is no longer educationally
viable ever hope to become ﬁnancially viable again? That lies at the
heart of the structural question. To
contemplate that question, consider
the following illustration and ﬁnal
point.
4. “Adam I achieves success by winning
victories over others. But Adam II builds
character by winning victories over the
weaknesses in himself.”8
In this summary sentence of his
book The Road to Character, David
Brooks identiﬁes two aspects of personal development or education, as
we may call it. For convenience sake,
he calls them Adam I and Adam II,
where the word Adam means simply
“man/human.” “Adam I” represents
the character traits that help a person
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build up a great résumé during a lifelong commitment to career development, promotion, achievement, and
recognition; “Adam II” represents
character traits that culminate in a
wonderful eulogy at the conclusion
of a life committed to values, service,
humility, and graciousness. As we
seek to apply these two aspects of
personal development to Christian
education facing challenges and
changes, think of the ﬁrst as that
which students gain from a well-designed, well-taught curriculum of just
enough courses to graduate on time
and to qualify for their work or professional goals, and the second as the
lived experiences that build and
shape character as students grow and
interact with others within the campus community.
Christian education is blessed by
an innate understanding of both these
life goals, in what Ellen G. White calls
“true education.”9 We must never
abandon either of them, no matter
the severity of the crisis before us.
How is that possible? Reading the
book by Brooks, it becomes clear
from his examples of Adam II achievers that they also develop strong résumés. They become accomplished
people, but along the way, they add
the most important trait—“character
development,” which qualiﬁes them
for the noble eulogy.
Most great résumés begin with education, generally a college degree,
with its various courses, major,
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grades, and graduation leading to a
good job. Character development also
occurs in college, but is not generally
associated with the courses and majors, grades, and degrees a student
may complete. No number of courses
by themselves will lead to a noble
character. Rather, this happens at moments of interaction between the
minds of teacher and student, and
often between students themselves; it
happens during spiritual-life programs, extracurricular events, community outreach, and service experiences. Character is the part of
education that lasts an eternity.10 To
achieve that ultimate goal in our education, it may not help much to ﬁll
our catalogues with ever more
courses, required or elected, but it
does depend upon some very good
teachers, committed administrators,
and trusted support staff; it takes the
entire educational team working together to provide students with the
best experience.
In conclusion, is it really possible
by curriculum re-engineering to
maintain a college education that is
both ﬁnancially and educationally viable? The answer is Yes, but it will
be difﬁcult, and each institution will
have to ﬁnd its own way through
this. No one size ﬁts all. At the end
of the process, the curricula will be
slimmer and where possible shorter,
each program will be re-examined
for viability and modiﬁcation, the
faculty- (and staff) to-student ratio
will be pushed into a sustainable
range. The faculty (and staff) will
take greater responsibility for the
personal development of their students. The campus will become
more family-like and community oriented and learning more collegial
with a renewed commitment to a life
of the mind and of faith. ✐
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